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FIJIAN DEMOCRACY-A CAUSE BETRAYED. 

On the 14th May 1987 Lieutenant-Colonel Sitiveni 

Rabuka and ten Fijian masked soldiers took over the 

Parliament chamber in Fiji at gunpoint and carted off 

the Cabinet and members of the Government parties. 

This brought to an end representative and democratic 

government in Fiji. Since that time Fiji has been 

ruled by the gun. There is a so-called "interim", 

"civilian" government which rules by decree enforced by 

the guns of an army, increased from 1,500 to 6,000 in 

number, and a now politicised police force, and an 

understaffed but partly- politicised judiciary. (Most 

of the Supreme Court Judges were forced to leave.) 

There have been no elections in Fiji, not for the 

Parliament, the local councils, not even the Sugar 

Board. Where vacancies have occurred they have been 

filled by decree with cronies of the regime. 

"Selfcensorship" has been imposed on the press, the FM 

station, and the regime directly controls the AM radio 

station and services. 

All this has been done in the name of protecting 

"indigenous" rights. It is a claim which is quite 

false. Nearly 48X of the population is Fijian. The 

large majority of these are largely of Melanesian 

stock, though in some cases there is a Polynesian 

admixture. In some islands the Polynesian element is 

considerable, particularly in Lau,the eastern islands 
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of which Ratu Sir Kamisese Mara, the Prime Minister of 

Fiji from 1970 to 1987, and now again "Prime Minister" 

in the "interim" regime is high chief. There was a 

considerable Tongan, (Polynesian) immigration to these 

islands in the 1840s and 50s, including some of Ratu 

Mara's forbears. 

Between then and the 1970s there was a great deal of 

warfare and unrest within Fiji, and a failed attempt to 

set up a form of constitutional government. 

Several attempts were made by the "paramount" chief to 

have some European power take over the islands and 

impose peace and order. Britain refused more than 

once, but finally agreed to unconditional cession of 

Fiji by the high chiefs(other than those in Western 

Vitilevu), in 1874. 

The first British colonial Governors set the pattern 

for British rule in Fiji. The occupation of land was 

carefully examined and it was found that 11* had been 

alienated to foreign settlers by the chiefs. A further 

6% was taken for government purposes. The remaining 83% 

was established as in inalienable Fijian ownership and 

has remained so ever since. 

The Fijians were ruled by establishing 14 provinces 

governed by chiefs with the nominal assistance of 

provincial and local councillors. In fact rule was from 

the top down- what the communists used to call 

"democratic centralism." 
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The Governors wanted to develop agriculture in the 

islands as they had to be self-supporting. After many 

experiments it was found that sugar was the most 

economically successful crop. Fijians were reluctant 

to undertake the necessary work on the canefields, and 

many chiefs were reluctant to have their villagers 

leave needed communal work to go to the fields, so the 

Governor recruited some Polynesians from other island 

groups, and then commenced the importation of Indian 

indentured labour from Calcutta. The first of these 

arrived in May 1879, only 30 years after most of the 

Polynesians of Lau, and the overwhelming majority of 

the Indo-Fijians now in the country are 4th and 5th 

generation residents; their families have been longer 

in Fiji that many millions of British- and European-

descended citizens' families have been in Australia. 

The economy of Fiji was developed largely by 

Australian investment and enterprise and the labour of 

the poor Indians. Australian companies still dominate 

the Fijian economy. The two major trading companies, 

Burns Philp and Morris Hedstrom are wholly Australian 

owned. So is goldmining, forestry,and shipping. The 

tourism industry is dominated by Australians, as is 

banking and insurance. Indo-Fijians dominate small-

scale shopkeeping, some of the construction industry, 

and until the coups the professions. But the majority 
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of the Indo-Fijians are connected in some way with cane 

farming, and the cane farmers are poor. 

About one third of the Fijians have escaped from the 

communal system and now live outside it, mainly in the 

towns. The remainder live in villages under the 

domination of their chiefs, in a subsistence economy. 

Some of the land which they themselves do not wish to 

cultivate has been let for farming through the Native 

Land Trust Board. This takes 25% of the rental for 

its overheads, pays 23% to the three senior chiefs of 

the area, and the remainder to the traditional owners. 

In numbers of cases deals have been done with overseas 

companies which mean that for years not a cent reaches 

the traditional owners. 

The constitution for independence was adopted in 

1970. Under it Fijian land rights, language, culture 

and social structure were entrenched and protected, and 

were thus never under threat. The government which was 

in power from 1970 to 1987, headed by Ratu Mara, was an 

"Alliance" government. The alliance was of eastern 

Fijian chiefs, Australian business interests, and 

wealthy Indians. Under this regime the poor Fijian 

commoners and the urban workers and the poor Indian 

canefarmers got a raw deal, and towards the end there 

were frequent allegations of governmental corruption. 

At the 1987 elections a coalition of the newly-

formed Fiji Labour Party (genuinely multi-racial) and 
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the Federation Party (largely representative of Indian 

canefarmers) won the poll. Headed by Dr. Timoci 

Bavadra, ( of impeccable Melanesian lineage,) its 

cabinet was equally divided between Fijians and Indo-

Fijians. The press has referred to it as "Indian-

dominated." It was not. The reason it won was that 

the urban Fijian commoners deserted the party of the 

old gang of chiefs in droves. 

That old gang could not stand that its power, 

exercised for so long, should be brought to an end. 

They also feared the corruption investigation promised 

by the new regime. So they unleashed the 

army,(overwhelmingly Fijian in personnel) to stage a 

coup. Eventually, the result has been a declaration 

of Fiji as a republic after its expulsion from the 

British Commonwealth. 

The Australian Labor Party sent an investigative 

team to Fiji before its last Federal Conference. I 

was a member of that team. The Labor Party 

unanimously adopted its report as policy. That 

provided not only that there should be no resumption of 

military aid to Fiji, but for consideration to be given 

to imposing sanctions on trade and flights to and from 

Fiji on the lines of those applied against South Africa 

if the constitution finally adopted by the 

administration is totally unsatisfactory in terms of 

fair representation. 
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The constitution promulgated by decree in Fiji has 

had no approval from anybody except the regime and the 

Council of Chiefs. The Coalition, now led by Timoci 

Bavadra's widow, Adi Kuini, has said it cannot be 

accepted until a referendum of the people has been held 

on it. The regime will not do this. They know they 

would lose. 

The constitution is a careful 1y-worked plan to 

provide a facade of elections which will always ensure 

that the old gang is elected. All elections are to be 

on a racial basis. Whereas in the old constitution a 

substantial number of seats were elected on a common 

roll with all people voting,now seats are to be chosen 

only by people of one racial group voting for people of 

that race. Indo-Fijians, comprising 47% of the 

population, will have 27 seats. Fijians, with 48%, 

will have 37. Europeans, Chinese, Eurasians as a 

group will have 5 seats, (for 5%of the population.) 

Rotuma island (a Polynesian dependency) will have 1. 

But this distribution conceals another fraud. Of the 

Fijian seats, 5 of 37 are allotted to the towns, 

containing nearly 33% of the Fijians. The remaining 

32 are "provincial" seats which are heavily 

gerrymandered. Seats in provincial areas supporting 

the old gang have as few as 5,000 to elect one member, 

while seats in areas which voted against Mara in 1987 

have 20,000 and more to elect a member. The Fijian 
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commoners are even more heavily discriminated against 

than the Indo-Fijians! 

There is to be an upper house selected in the large 

majority by the Council of Chiefs, the rest appointed. 

The Cabinet is to be selected from either lower or 

upper house, except the Prime Minister Attorney General 

and Minister for Defence and Security, who will be from 

the lower house. So you can have a Cabinet with a 

majority of non-elected cronies of the gang. 

Clearly such a constitution is "totally 

unsatisfactory in terms of fair representation". In 

consequence Gareth Evans as Minister for Foreign 

Affairs and Trade characterised it as "racist and 

undemocratic." Mike Moore, New Zealand Minister for 

Foreign Affairs was similarly condemnatory. India 

expressed "abhorrence" at a racist and undemocratic 

constitution. The Coalition in Fiji at a meeting of 

delegates unanimously decided not to participate in any 

elections under this outrageous proposal, and to 

organise a boycott of the elections. In this way they 

will demonstrate that any regime elected by this sham 

of representative government is just that- a sham not 

supported by the people. 

In this situation Bob Hawke, without consultation 

with the Labor Party, after a forty-minute meeting with 

Ratu Mara in Vanuatu blithely announced that while the 

constitution in Fiji had faults "it was the best that 
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could be got at this time" so people should go along 

with it. The Coalition, he said, should not boycott 

the elections but take part and endeavour to work to 

improve the constitution. 

These statements have given heart to the evil and 

dismay to the good. Any examination of the constitution 

demonstrates that it is carefully designed to exclude 

opportunities for reform. Where is Bob Hawke's 

adherence to principle and policy? Where is the 

consistency with his own Foreign Minister and the 

assurances given to Kuini Bavadra of continued support 

for democracy in Fiji? We may now apparently assume 

that if De Klerk proposes to Nelson Mandela that 

Africans be given a vote in their own country which 

however is not an equal vote with the whites in that 

country Bob Hawke will say "well it's the best you can 

get so go along with it." 

Presumably he would in the past have said to Sam Najoma 

in Namibia "Oh well the South Africans have given the 

blacks some form of representation in a legislature in 

Windhoek. True its very unjust and undemocratic, but 

go along with it and don't fight for the rights 

established under the U.N. resolutions". It's a black 

day for democracy and the Labor Party if the Prime 

Minister of Australia is prepared casually to throw 

away Australian support for human rights and democracy 

in a nation of our region for which Australian citizens 
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have such great responsibility, and to do it apparently 

in order to get a vote of doubtful provenance in 

support of a questionable policy of allowing the U.S.A. 

to burn off nerve gases on a Pacific atoll. 

DON DUNSTAN. 

Don Dunstan is a former Labor Premier of 
South Australia who was born in Fiji. He is the 
Chairman of the Movement for Democracy in Fiji. 
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